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Goal
To learn a question-dependent attention model 
for visual question answering. Given the same 
image, the model should vary its attention based 
on the query.

Is it raining? What color is the walk light?

Approach

b1

b2 b3

q1: [Is it raining?][Yes]

<q1,b1>=0.3, <q1,b2>=0.05, 
<q1,b3>=0.07

q2: [What color is the walk light?][Green]

<q2,b1>=0.04, <q2,b2>=0.03, 
<q2,b3>=0.5

External Comparisons

Conclusion
Our proposed model learns to identify relevant regions of the image using 
only question-answer supervision. We demonstrate significant 
improvements over a whole-image baseline in questions involving scene 
recognition and small object localization.

Qualitative Results
T: text-only, I: whole image+text, R: ours. Margin shown in parenthesis (best - highest scoring other choice) 

What color on the 
stop light is lit up?

T:red(-0.1)
I:red (-0.8)
R:green (1.1)
Ans: green

What color is the
light?

T:red(1.0)
I:red (0.3)
R:red (1.7)
Ans: red

What color is the
street sign?

T:gray(-0.2)
I:gray(-0.4)
R:yellow(0.4)
Ans: yellow

What color is the
fence?

T:black(-0.7)
I:gray(-0.6)
R:white(0.1)
Ans: white

What animal is that?

T:sheep(1.1)
I:sheep(2.5)
R:sheep(0.0)
Ans: sheep

How many birds are
 in the sky?

T:1(-0.7)
I:several(-0.1)
R:9600(-0.2)
Ans: 5

What room is this?

T:bathroom(0.1)
I:bathroom(2.6)
R:bathroom(6.8)
Ans: bathroom

Is the faucet turned 
on?

T:no(3.6)
I:no(3.1)
R:no(5.1)
Ans: no

Baseline Comparisons
text: text-only baseline
image: whole image+text
regions: our proposed model

Binning comparison

Language Representation

Bins of Word2Vec Averages

Question: Is there a cat on the car?  Answer Choice: Yes

| Prefix | Nominal Subject | Other Nouns | Other Words | Ans | 

Model

Loss

● Max margin over multiple-choice answers.
● We want best answer choice yp to be at least 
some margin above all other choices yn

● Margin is scaled by difference in annotators 

Annotator margin Prediction margin
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